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The parish and pilgrim church St. 

Mary’s Ascension in Klausen 

(Rhineland-Palatinate) is the most 

important Late Gothic construction in 

the valley of the Moselle and is still 

today a much-frequented place of 

pilgrimage. The choir, consecrated in 

1474, lost its original medieval 

glazing. In 1878, however, three 

large-sized stained glass choir 

windows were donated. Each divided 

in two storeys, the windows depict the Seven Sorrows of the Virgin, a picture program, 

which according to contemporary religious trends was very popular in the late 19th
 

This does not apply to the six ornamental panels at the bottom, indicating the donors of the 

windows. Undoubtedly executed in a different, perhaps local workshop, they match the 

high quality of the figurative panels in no way. Obviously due to low firing, the bottom 

panels suffered paint loss very soon after their installation in 1878. To avoid further 

damage, some panels were covered with a pigmented lacquer during a restoration 

campaign in 1910. The coldly applied lacquer was to conceal the light patches where the 

paint was lost and to secure generally the unstable fired paint. This treatment, however, 

caused even more problems in the long run. This became evident when the windows were 

taken out in 1990 due to the installation of an outer protective glazing. Facing the seriously 

damaged paint layer, the Fraunhofer-Institute for Silicate Research in Würzburg was 

charged with a pilot study concerning the choice of appropriate glass-paint consolidants, 

including newly developed systems. Three significantly different materials in various 

concentrations were applied on a test panel, as test- 

century. 

The eye-catching compositions have a highly prominent model, the windows of the “Maria-

Hilf-Kirche in der Au”, made between 1834 and 1844 in the famous Royal Glass Painting 

Manufactory in Munich.  

treatment for consolidating the fired 

and the unfired paint. 

Applied were Ormocer® and SZA, two consolidation materials that were newly developed 

by the Fraunhofer-Institute for Silicate Research. Ormocer® is an inorganic-organic 

hetero-polysiloxane mixed with an acrylate. Unlike to the Ormocer® coating investigated 

on the Constglass test panel in Cologne Cathedral, no glass flakes were embedded in the 
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Ormocer applied in Klausen. Here, Ormocer® served not as a protective coating but as 

paint-layer consolidation. The same purpose had SZA, an inorganic material based on 

silicium-zirkon-alkoxide. Both materials were applied in comparison to a well established 

consolidation product, the acrylate Paraloid® B 72. The test-treatment was carried out in 

1991.  

 
 

 
After a ten years exposure of the test panel on its original site, the examination of the 

consolidation effects and the evaluation of the newly developed coating systems and 

consolidants were of general interest.  

The Constglass investigations were focused on Ormocer® and SZA. Concerning 

Ormocer®, optical investigation proved a good and stable consolidation effect. SEM/EDX-

detection turned out to be difficult to interpret due to a problematical surface condition with 

a mixture of dust (organic and inorganic), cold paint (organic and probably inorganic) and 

fired paint (inorganic) and conservation material (inorganic/organic):  

 

Testpanel 1b; the various test treatments are marked on the right  
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Molecular and ATP measurements proved the microbiological susceptibility to be 

neglectable. As removal tests for Ormocer® were performed on the Constglass test panel 

of Cologne Cathedral, no further tests were carried out on this topic. The results of 

investigations on Ormocer in Klausen were in accordance with the results on Ormocer® in 

Cologne: The material has a good adhesion to glass, a good ageing behaviour and a 

neglectable microbial susceptibility. 

Investigation on SZA turned out to be extremely difficult due to the fact that SZA was 

decidedly composed as a glass-like inorganic material. Neither with SEM, Desktop 

Tomography, SEM/EDX, or FTIR the SZA could definitely be detected. Furthermore, the 

thinly applied SZA was to penetrate the paint contours but not to build up a substantial 

coating film. Thus, no analytical results could be gained that could stand a reliable 

interpretation.  

Actual optical assessment with microscope in comparison with pictures taken directly after 

the treatment in 1991 proved the condition of the treated areas as stable. Obviously, SZA 

fulfilled its task as paint consolidant. The today’s condition of paint layer and consolidation 

material looks satisfying. However, SZA can hardly be identified by light microscopy. But 

there are no alteration phenomena (e.g. whitening effect) of the consolidant detectable. 

Flaky paint seems to be stable and does not flake off if stressed mechanically.  
  
 

     
 

 

 

Removal tests were carried out with methyl ethyl ketone, in spite of the fact that SZA is 

irreversible in theory. Visually no alteration of the surface could be made out afterwards. 

Neither before nor after the treatment any traces of SZA were detectable. Thus, any 

optical control of a removal effect must inevitably fail. 

Detail in 1991                 in comparison in 2009 
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SZA-coating before removal test    SZA-coating after removal test 

 

The same was true for the investigation with Desktop Tomography. Nevertheless, here 

was a side-result gained: paint traces came to light, that actually are completely concealed 

by the later applied pigmented lacquer. Thus, parts of the original artistic design were 

unexpectedly discovered. 

 

       
 
transmitting light CT-visualization of underlying paint work 
 
 
A subsequent re-treatment with Paraloid® B72 turned out to be possible. But as it could 

not made out whether SZA was still existent or not, the meaningfulness of this result is 

limited. Due to the above described difficulties in detection, the relating analytical 

investigations produced no further evidence.  

 
Concerning SZA it is to be kept that the treatment on the panel in Klausen showed a good 

durability. But Further investigation on this material is necessary (for for more details on 

the actual condition and the results of the scientific investigation see ObjectData_Klausen and 

TableResults_KLA_Ip1b). 




